
Creating the School of Medicine APT CV in Scholars@Duke 
Scholars@Duke can generate a CV template in the format required by the School of Medicine APT Committee. The 
template downloads Scholars profile data in a Word document, simplifying the CV creation process. 

Quick Start: Generating the APT CV 
To generate the CV: 

1. Search for your profile in Scholars@Duke. 

2. On your profile, click Manage This Profile. 

3. In Profile Manager, under Export Tools, click the Generate CV button. A dialog box appears stating that your 
CV data is being refreshed.  

4. Select the Scholars APT CV in Word docx format. If data is still being refreshed, wait a few moments before 
clicking the button to download the CV file. 

 
5. Click the downloaded file in your browser to open it in a Word window. Or navigate to the Downloads directory 

on your computer and open the CV in that directory. 

Need More Help?  
For more information, continue to the following sections: 

Overview of the Process 2 
Updating Your Name, Appointments, Degrees and Professional Training 3 
Adding and Correcting Grants and External Support Information 4 
Categorizing and Editing Publications 5 
Adding Professional Activities in Scholars Profile Manager 13 
 
  

http://scholars.duke.edu/
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Overview of the Process 
The Scholars APT CV is provided as a template that requires manual input to complete. Information is entered four 
ways: 

1. Data fed from institutional systems populates some sections: 

• From dFac, Duke’s faculty system, Scholars loads names, titles, appointments, contact information, degrees 
and professional training records.  

• From Duke’s Sponsored Projects System (SPS), Scholars loads grants that are approved to be displayed  

2. Publication citations are added to or edited in Elements, Duke’s publication system:   

• While Elements harvests many journal articles, faculty typically need to groom their publication lists to 
confirm and correct automated content.  

• Most books, chapters, letters, and other publications must be added manually.  

• Manuscripts may require manual categorization. 

• Clinical trial manuscripts must be added manually, particularly when faculty are contributors rather than co-
authors. 

• Other publications to which faculty contributed must be added and categorized manually in Elements. 

3. Other information is entered manually into Scholars@Duke. 

• Many professional activities can be entered into Scholars, including employment history, presentations, 
service, clinical positions, and administrative responsibilities. 

4. To complete the CV, you may need to add information that can’t loaded from source systems or entered into 
Scholars@Duke directly to the APT CV Word document.  

• Publication annotations or notes about the author’s role or context about the research can be added to the CV. 

• Direct cost and percent effort on grants must be added to the CV.  

• Grants with publicity restriction must be added to the CV directly.  

• Board certifications can be added to dFac or added directly to the CV. Board certification records entered in 
dFac appear in the “Education and Training” section in the CV, so they must be cut and pasted into the 
“Board Certifications” section. 

 Note: Information added to the CV directly in Word will not be saved in Scholars and will not be listed in 
subsequent CVs generated from Scholars. 
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Updating Your Name, Appointments, Degrees and Professional Training 
Your name, appointment titles, degrees and professional training information comes from dFac, the Duke faculty 
system. Your department’s dFac users can correct this information for you. If you don’t know your departmental 
dFac users, ask your Scholars power user or business manager for an introduction. 

Name and Degree Abbreviations 
At the top of the CV, the faculty member’s name comes from the Professional Name field in dFac. The degree 
abbreviations come from the Education records in dFac. All degrees in dFac are abbreviated and listed after the 
name, and the list of degrees can be edited on the CV if necessary. 

Primary Academic Appointment 
The current primary appointment title comes from dFac. If changes to the title are necessary, ask your department’s 
dFac user. 

Secondary Academic Appointment 
Titles for all current secondary appointments  come from dFac and must be corrected in dFac. There is no 
designated order of secondary appointments. If changes to any titles are necessary, talk to your department’s dFac 
user. 

Date / Rank of First Duke Faculty Appointment 
The year and title of the first faculty appointment comes from dFac’s appointment history. To correct any of these 
past appointments, ask your department’s dFac user. 

Education 

Education records are entered as degrees in dFac. The highest degree is required in dFac and many units add at least 
two degrees. However, all degrees can be added to dFac. To add or correct degrees, contact your department’s dFac 
user. 

Professional Training and Academic Career 
Most units add any training experiences prior to the first faculty hire, such as residencies, fellowships, and post-doc 
employment in dFac. To add or correct training or fellowship records, contact your department’s dFac user. 

Specialty Certifications and Dates  
Specialty certifications can be added to dFac. Board certifications entered in dFac appear in the Professional 
Training section of the CV and must be moved to the Specialty Certifications section of the Word CV after it’s been 
generated.  

Duke University Faculty Appointments 
This section lists the faculty member’s previous Duke appointments. Corrections can be made by your department’s 
dFac user. 
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Adding and Correcting Grants and External Support Information 
The External Support section of the APT CV can be populated three ways: 

• With grants loaded from the Sponsored Projects System (SPS); these grants are displayed on your Scholars 
profile 

• With other support entered in the Fellowships, Supported Research, and Other Grants section in Scholars Profile 
Manager 

• By adding to required grants information, including Grants Direct Costs, Grants Percent Effort, the CV in Word; 
some information cannot be loaded from SPS or entered into Scholars Profile Manager. 

The APT CV displays grants information in three sections.  

Completed Research Support: Grants completed in the past, with the end date before today. 

Current Research Support: Grants in process, with the start date before today and the end date after today. 

Pending Research Support: Grants not yet begun, with the start date before today. 

Fellowships, Supported Research, and Other Grants 
This section in Scholars Profile Manager enables you to add grants that have not been loaded from SPS to your 
Scholars profile. Grants added here are displayed on your Scholars profile. 
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Categorizing and Editing Publications 
Publications in Scholars@Duke come from Elements (elements.duke.edu), which is an online service managed by 
Duke Libraries to help Duke faculty and researchers maintain their publications lists. Publications from Elements 
appear in your Scholars@Duke profile, Scholars CVs, Scholars biosketches, and other web sites that draw data from 
it, such as school and department sites. 

You can access Elements from Scholars Profile Manager, in the Selected Publications button. Click the Manage 
Publications button:  

 

Using Elements to Add or Edit Publications 
You can log in to Elements directly at elements.duke.edu, or via the Publications section when editing your 
Scholars@Duke profile. The Elements home page may recommend actions like claiming publications: 

 

 

In Scholars 
Profile 
Manager, click 
Manage 
Publications to 
access 
Elements.  

Click the Menu tab and Publications 
to list all your publications. 

Click here to approve 
pending publications that 
Elements found for you. 

Learn about depositing full-
text articles in the 

DukeSpace repository. 

Click here to deposit PDFs 
in the DukeSpace repository. 

http://elements.duke.edu/
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How Does Elements Work? An Overview 
Elements vastly simplifies the process of maintaining your publications list by: 

• Automatically harvesting your publications, after you add your Scopus author IDs, from bibliographic databases 
like PubMed, Web of Science, and Scopus. 

• Searching for publications that might be yours and displays “pending” publications for you to approve.  

• Combining duplicate publications and lets you choose your preferred version.  

• Letting you edit a harvested publication by creating a “manual record” from a copy. 

• Linking full-text versions of publications deposited in the DukeSpace repository.  

The Elements help button in the top left corner provides more information about Elements.  

Displaying Your Publications List 
On the Menu tab, click Publications to display the My Publications page. 

 
Your publications list looks like this: 

 

On the Menu tab, 
click Publications 

to list all your 
publications. 
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Understanding How to Maintain Your Publications List 
Here’s an overview of the steps to maintain your publications list in Elements: 

1. Claim Pending publications if you have any (or reject them if they’re not yours). 

2. Edit and categorize publications to change how they appear in your Scholars profile, including: 

• Metadata such as title, journal, issue, pagination, and publication date can be modified in a manual record. 
This modified publication record will be displayed on your Scholars profile and in the APT CV.  

• A publication’s type (Journal Article, Book, etc.) and subtype (Academic Article, Clinical Trial Manuscript, 
etc.) determines the section it’s displayed in on the Scholars profile and the APT CV. 

• A publication’s role (author, editor, translator, contributor) determines its relationship to a person.  

3. Submit full-text versions (such as PDFs) of publications to the DukeSpace repository. 
Elements helps by displaying publications that are covered by Duke’s Open Access policy. 

4. Verify the list as it appears in Scholars, the APT CV, and the Scholars report. 

Note: Your publications list will be displayed and sorted differently in Elements, on your Scholars profile, on the 
Scholars CV, and other downstream systems. Each of these systems groups publications according to their type and 
sorts them differently. To change the way the publications are listed in each system, you’ll need to categorize them 
or edit metadata in Elements. 

Claiming Pending Publications 
Your Publications page displays three tabs: Mine (approved publications), Pending (publications needing to be 
claimed or rejected) and Not mine (rejected/disavowed publications). 

1. Click the Pending tab. Or if you see this message on the Elements home page, “There are 2 publications for you 
to claim or reject,” click the link to go to your Pending tab. 

2. Click the check box to select a pending publication and click the Claim button if it’s yours or Reject if it’s not 
yours (this prevents Elements from harvesting it for you in the future). 
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Categorizing Publications for the APT CV 
The APT CV lists publications according to their type, subtype and role. To list publications in the correct section, 
categorize publications with the following types, subtypes, and roles. 

Editing or Categorizing a Publication by Adding a Manual Record 
Because you cannot edit a publication harvested from a bibliographic database like PubMed, you’ll need to create a 
copy of the publication, or “manual record,” and edit that.  

 

CV Section Type and Subtype 

Refereed journal article  Journal Article type with either the Academic Article subtype or no subtype  

Study-related manuscripts 
on clinical trials  

Journal Article type, Clinical Trial Manuscript subtype, and the Contributor role  

Letters Any publication type with subtype Letter 

Editorials Any publication type with subtype Editorial Comment 

Books Book type 

Chapters Book Section type 

Selected abstracts Journal Article type and subtype Abstract  

Scientific reviews Any publication type with subtype Review  

Non-authored publications Any publication type with the Contributor role (note: remove the Author role on 
publications to which you contributed but did not co-author.)  

Other publications Other Articles type and/or any of the following subtypes: Addendum, Blog, 
Corrigendum, Essay, Fictional Work, Interview, Occasional Writing, Poetry, 
Rapid Communication, Scholarly Commentary or Working Paper. 

Create an editable copy of 
this publication. 
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To add a manual record: 

1. Click a title to display the publications page.  

2. Click the Add Manual Record button.  

This button will say “Edit Manual Record” if the publication was added manually. 3. Change the publication’s 
metadata (see the following section for more information). 

4. Scroll to the bottom of the page to save the manual record. 

Changing Publication Metadata 
When you add or edit a manual record, you’ll see the Add a Publication page: 

 

In order for publications to appear correctly in the APT CV, they must include the following metadata: 

• Title 

• Authors (Duke and external) 

• Journal name 

• Volume and issue 

• Publication date (month and year) 

• Role (see following section for more information) 

Scroll to the bottom to save the publication. 

Select one or 
more subtypes 
to categorize 
the publication. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edit author 
names, author 
order, or select 
Duke authors. 
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Changing Your Role on the Publication 
You can correct your role (author, editor, translator, contributor) on the publication details page.  

• On the publication details page, scroll down to the Users section under Links. 

  
2. Click Edit next to your name. 

You’ll see the Edit publication/user link dialog. 

 
3. Select the link type (role) and enter a reporting date or the approximate date of your contribution. 

4. Click the Update button.  

5. You can add new Duke authors, editors, translators and contributors on the publication details page. In the 
section, Link Elements users to this publication, type a last name and select their name from the drop-down list. 
Then select their role and click the green + icon to add them. 

Edited and translated publications will be displayed in separate sections on your Scholars profile.  Publications with 
the contributor role will appear on your Scholars profile but you will not be listed as an author. 

Remove a role by 
clicking the X icon. 

Click Edit to display the 
Edit Publication/User 
Link dialog. 

To add a new Duke collaborator, 
type a last name and select their 
name from the list. Then select 
their relationship (role). 

To save, select their role 
and click the green + icon.  
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Adding Study-Related Manuscripts on Multicenter Clinical Trials 
Publications appear in the “Study-related manuscripts on multicenter clinical trials” section of the CV when they 
have these attributes: 

• The type is Journal Article 

• The subtype is Clinical Trial Manuscript 

• The role is Contributor and not Author 

Because you’re not an author, this publication has probably not been found by Elements. So you’ll need to add the 
publication manually.  

1. On the Elements Home tab, scroll down to the My Summary section. 

  
1. Click the +add icon to add a new publication. Select journal article 

2. Search for the title in case publication exists in Elements, either in internal (Duke) or external (bibliographic 
databases) sources. 

3. If you find it, click the Claim button. This adds the publication to your publications list. Otherwise, click Skip. 
This displays the publication details page.  

4. In the “What is your relationship to this journal article?” section, choose Contributor. 

5. Choose the subtype Clinical Trial Manuscript.  

6. Under authors, do not add your name unless you are an author. You can add Duke and non-Duke authors. Duke 
authors will be prompted to claim the publication; their name will not be linked until they have claimed the 
manuscript. 

7. Add remaining metadata, especially the title, the journal, the volume and issue, and the publication date. 

8. Scroll to the bottom to save the publication. 

 Note: If you created a manual record from an existing publication, you’ll need to verify your role. Go to the 
publication details page and in the Links section, click the Edit icon. Change user relationship from “Authored 
by” to “Contributed to.”  

Publications with the contributor role will appear on your Scholars profile but will not list you as an author.  
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How to Hide or Reject a Publication 
The My Publications page lists all of your publications. To remove a publication from your Scholars profile and 
your APT CV, you can hide it, or if the publication is not yours, you can reject (disavow) it to prevent Elements 
from harvesting it again.  

 
 

Saving Manual Records 
Scroll down to save the manual record. 

 
  

Toggle from 
Compact View 
to Detailed 
View. 

To find a 
specific 
publication, 
search by title. 

Click the eye 
icon to hide this 
publication. 

Click the X icon 
to reject this 
publication. 
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Adding Professional Activities in Scholars Profile Manager 
APT CV sections other than appointments, grants and publications can be added in Scholars Profile Manager.  

Medical License Number and Date 
Medical license information can be entered into Scholars Profile Manager.  

 

Consultant Appointments 
In Scholars, add consultant appointments in the Service to the Profession section with type Consultant.  

 
  

Enter Medical Licensure 
information in Scholars. 
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Scholarly Societies 
Add scholarly societies such as the AOA in the Awards section using the type Scholarly Societies.  

 

 
Professional Awards and Special Recognitions 
All awards in Scholars with any type other than Scholarly Society are listed here. 
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Editorial Experience 
Add editorial experience in Scholars, using Service to the Profession with type Editorial Activities. 

 
 

Organizations and Participation  
In Scholars, entries designated with type Committee Service in the Service to the Profession or Service to Duke will 
be listed here.  

 
To add other organizations and relevant activities, type them in the CV in Word. 
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Mentoring Activities 
This section displays the paragraph entered into the Advising and Mentoring section in Scholars. 

 

Education / Teaching Activities  
This section displays the paragraph entered into the Teaching Activities section in Scholars. 
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Invited Lectures and Presentations 
Add Invited Lectures and Presentations in the Presentations and Appearances section using the following types: 

Named Lectures Use type Keynote/Named Lecture 

Visiting Professorships Use type Visiting Professorship Lecture 

International Meetings (invited) Use type International Meeting or Conference 

National Scientific Meetings (invited) Use type National Scientific Meeting 

Instructional Courses, workshops, symposiums 
(national) 

Use type Instructional Course, Workshop or Symposium 

Posters (for national meetings) Poster citations must be entered directly in the CV in Word. 
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Academic and Administrative Activities of the University and Medical Center 
This section displays the paragraph entered into the Academic & Administrative Activities section in Scholars. 

 

Clinical Activities 
This section displays the paragraph entered into the Clinical Activities section in Scholars. 
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